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suMMARY Cortical regional cerebral perfusion was assessed by N, N, N1-trimethyl-N1-(2)-
hydroxy-3-methyl-5-(I-123) iodobenzyl-l, 3-propanediamine 2 HCI 1-123 (HIPDM) and single pho-
ton emission computerised tomography (SPECT) in six aphasic and two neglect patients with
unilateral subcortical vascular lesions. Assessments were carried out both in the acute phase and
after a period ranging from 1 to 6 months after stroke onset. In all patients an almost complete
spontaneous recovery occurred and was associated with a significant improvement of cortical per-
fusion. A relationship between severity of aphasia and degree of cortical hypoperfusion was found,
in both the acute and the follow up assessments, in the aphasic subgroup.

In the last 10 years ample evidence has come to light
to indicate that CT-assessed vascular lesions confined
to subcortical regions, such as the thalamus, basal
ganglia and white matter, may be associated with
neuropsychological disorders. There have been
frequent reports of aphasia and neglect occurring
after left and right subcortical injury, respectively.1 2
In addition to the CT-assessed subcortical damage,
patients with neuropsychological deficits typically
show an associated hypoperfusion3'4 and a reduction
of metabolism' 6 in the ipsilesional cortex. The cor-
tical dysfunction appears to be a crucial causal factor,
since patients without aphasia or neglect, who tend to
have smaller subcortical lesions, have little, if any,
ipsilesional cortical hypoperfusion.3 4
Most patients suffering from aphasia7 ` and

neglect101' caused by vascular subcortical lesions
show a variable degree of recovery. The neural cor-
relates of the restitution process are largely unknown,
but some recent evidence from certain patients
suffering from thalamic stroke appears to indicate
that a reduction of ipsilesional cortical hypo-
metabolism parallels recovery from aphasia and
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neglect.5 In the present study we investigated neuro-
psychological function and cortical perfusion in eight
aphasic and neglect patients with CT-assessed subcor-
tical stroke lesions both in an early phase and months
after stroke onset. This study aimed at assessing
whether recovery from aphasia or neglect was associ-
ated with a significant reduction of hypoperfusion of
cortical areas far removed from the subcortical lesion.

Patent an methods

Six left brain-damaged aphasic and two right brain-damaged
neglect patients, suffering from a CT-assessed unilateral
ischaemic or haemorrhagic lesion confined to the subcortical
regions, were examined. All eight patients were right-handed
and had no history of previous stroke or dementia. None of
the patients underwent specific aphasic or neglect rehabili-
tation procedures. They had a mean age of 55-75 years (range
42-65) and a mean educational level of 4-25 years of
schooling (range 0-8). Table I shows the site'2 and size'3 of
the CT-assessed subcortical lesions; four haemorrhages and
four infarctions, which did not appear to involve deep cor-
tical areas buried in sulci such as the insula. Additional
information concerning the initial assessment of the patients,
other than cases R.L. and G.A., may be found in a previous
study.4

Patients were examined during the acute or very recent
phase by SPECT, carried out on the same day as the CT scan
and neuropsychological assessments. The average interval
between stroke onset and initial neuropsychological and
SPECT assessments was 14-4 days (range 1-33). The follow
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Table 1 CT scan data

Age CT scan Size Doppler
Case (yr) Sex Site (cm3) Sonography Angiography

D.N.M. 65 F I-L 8-09 normal /
Pwm

B.M. 55 M I-L 34-70 / normal
h/b CN, Fwm

A.T. 65 F H-L 23-43 / /
LN

C.F. 49 F H-L 23-80 / I
T

R.L. 54 F I-L 2-73 normal /
T

G.A. 57 M H-L 61-4 / /
LN, ic, ec

Z.G. 42 M I-R 53 24 / RCCA Occl.
p1 ic, cr

R.G. 59 M H-R 33-30 / /
T pl ic, POwm

R = right; L = left; H = haemorrhage; I = infarct; CCA = common
carotid artery; T = thalamus; h/b CN = head/body caudate nucleus;
LN = lentiform nucleus; cr = corona radiata; F/P/O wm = fronto-
parieto-occipital periventricular white matter; pl ic = posterior limb
internal capsule; ec = extreme capsule.

up neuropsychological and SPECT assessments were per-
formed 3-2 months later (range 1-5 6).
Neuropsychological assessment The six left-brain damaged
patients were given an aphasia examination, comprising a
number of subtests, to assess the main aspects of language
behaviour (auditory verbal comprehension, oral expression,
repetition, reading and writing). The battery, described in
detail elsewhere,4 included the following sub-tests: (1) con-
versational and expository speech; (2) oral naming of visual
objects; (3) description naming; (4) token test; (5) letter, word
and sentence repetition; (6) auditory forward digit span; (7)
reading letters, words, nonwords and comprehension of
written words and sentences; (8) written naming; (9) word
fluency with phonemic and semantic cues. Cut off scores,
computed on data from control subjects, were available for
all subtests.
The two right-brain damaged patients were given a neglect

battery, described in detail elsewhere,' which included the
following subtests for the assessment of extrapersonal
neglect: (1) cancellation task; (2) reading task; (3) tactile
exploratory task. Tests for detecting anosognosia and per-
sonal neglect were also given. In all the neglect tasks the
controls' performance was errorless.
Brain tomographic assessment The SPECT 1-123 HIPDM
method for the assessment of regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF) was used.' 1415 Eight consecutive slices from the
orbitomeatal (OM) line up to the vertex were taken for each
subject. In order to avoid possible artefacts due to the pres-
ence of sulci, the two slices corresponding to the vertex were
excluded from the analysis. The two slices corresponding to
the cerebellum (OM and 1-3 cm above) were not considered
for this study. For each of the four supratentorial cerebral
slices, 2-7, 3.9, 5-1 and 6-3cm above the OM line, 12 sym-
metrical regions of interest (ROIs), 4 x 4 pixels
(2-5 x 2-5 cm) were examined; six in the left and six in the
right hemisphere. The ROIs were located on the cortical
ribbon; two in the anterior, two in the middle and two in the
posterior cortical regions. Counts of the two homolateral
anterior, middle and posterior ROIs were averaged, thus
obtaining three count values (anterior, middle and posterior)
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for each hemisphere in each supratentorial slice.
Data analysis For both the initial and the follow up SPECT
examinations, a semiquantitative assessment of rCBF was
performed by means of a relative perfusion index between
the two hemispheres, computed in nine normal subjects by
the left to right count ratio. An overall hemispheric index
value of 1-00 (SD 0-08) was found in the control group. In
the eight brain-damaged patients the index was defined as the
ratio between the count values of a given ROI in the affected
hemisphere and the symmetrical ROI in the normal hemi-
sphere.

Index values equal/lower/higher than 1-00 indicate no
interhemispheric differences, a reduction or an increase of
perfusion in the damaged hemisphere, respectively. Index
values ranging from 0-84 to 1-16 were considered normal.

Three index values (anterior, middle and posterior) for
each of the four slices were calculated by the ratio between
symmetrical anterior, middle and posterior count values,
yielding 12 index values for each subject for each (initial and
follow up) SPECT assessment. These data were used for a
repeated measurements analysis ofvariance, following a ran-
domised block factorial design.16 The main factors in this
analysis were time (initial and follow up SPECT assess-
ments), region (anterior, middle and posterior) and slice
(four supratentorial slices).
An additional analysis (paired t test) aimed at assessing

whether the number ofindex values outside the normal range
(1-00, SD 2) differed in the initial and follow up assessments.

Results

The neuropsychological performances of the eight
patients in the initial and follow up assessments are
shown in tables 2 and 3. From these tables it can be
seen that the six aphasic left brain-damaged patients
showed marked improvement in their aphasic picture
and neglect vanished in the two right brain-damaged
patients.
The average index values in the initial and follow up

assessments are shown in fig 1; cerebral perfusion,
which was remarkably reduced in the anterior and
middle regions, improved over time. An analysis of
variance revealed that the main effects of time of
SPECT assessment (F = 10 515; df 1, 7; p < 0 025), of
region (F = 10-744; df 2, 14; p < 0-005) and of slice
(F = 5-451; df 3, 21; p < 0 01) were significant. The
time x region interaction was significant (F = 5-319;
df 2, 14; p < 0-025), while the time x slice (F < 1; df
3,21; NS), the region x slice (F < 1; df 6, 42; NS) and
the time x region x slice (F = 1-046; df 6, 42; NS)
interactions failed to reach significance level. Tests of
simple main effects showed a significant difference
between the initial and follow up assessments in the
middle (F = 6-82; df 1, 7; p < 0 05), but not in the
anterior (F = 3-712; df 1, 7; NS) and posterior (F < 1;
df 1, 7; NS) regions. Finally, a significant difference
among regions was found in the initial (F = 7-438, df
2, 14; p < 0-025) but not in the follow up (F = 2-737;
df 2, 14; NS) assessment.
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Recoveryfrom aphasia and neglect after subcortical stroke: neuropsychological and cerebralperfusion study 1271
No index values above the normal range were

found. The average abnormally low index values were
6-87 and 4 5 in the initial and follow-up assessments
respectively (t = 2-516, df 7, p < 0.05), showing that
recovery from aphasia or neglect is associated with a
reduction in the extent of cortical hypoperfusion.

Table 2 Neuropsychological performances in the initial (I)
andfollow up (II) assessments of six aphasic left
brain-damaged patients. Time interval between assessments is
in months. The scores below the cut off are underlined

Case D.N.M. B.M. A. T. C.F. R.L. G.A.

Interval 3-4 1 3-6 2 56 2-2
(months)
OE -I NF NF F NF F NA

-II NF NF NA NA NA NA
ON(28-25) -I Q Q 31-25 19-25 26-25 28-6

-II 1 Q 28-25 30 31 25 31-25
DN(33-5) -I Q Q 31-50 25-75 24 75 34

-II18 Q 38 32-75 32-25 36-1
AWC(32) -I IQ Q 30 32 31

-II 32 12 I 32 32 32
ATT(29) -I 12 Q 24 24 22 29

-II 22 7 31 31 33 34
LWR(34) -I 21 Q 33 34 34 34

-II 22 Q 34 34 34 34
SR(13-04) -I Q Q 13 2 20 .11

-II I Q 15-5 15 20 14
DS(3-75) -I I f 4 4 5 4

-II 4 Q 4 5 5 4
R(64) -I 14 Q fiQ 2 64 64

-II * Q 52 62 64 64
VWC(12) -I 5 Q 12 1Q 12 12

-II * Q 12 12 12 12
VTT(8) -I 4.5 Q 2 9 12 2

-II i Q 11-5 12 13-5 13-5
WN(12) -I Q Q Q 1 2 1Q

-II 1 1 6 2 12 2
FWF(17) -I Q Q Q 1215 A 20-2

-II 12 Q 29 13 5 18 19 50
CWF(25) -I Q Q 12 14 .12 26 25

-II 22 Q 32 22 26 27

OE = oral expression (NA = nonaphasic, F = fluent, NF =
nonfluent); O/D/WN = oral/description/written naming; A/VWC =
auditory/visual word comprehension; A/VTT = auditory/visual
Token Test; L/W/SR = letter/word/sentence repetition; DS = digit
span; R = reading; F/CWF = phonemic/categorial word fluency.
* = refused.

Table 3 Neuropsychological performances in the initial (I)
andfollow up (II) assessments of two neglect right
brain-damaged patients. The scores represent omission in the
left contralesional side of space. Control subjects are zero

Case Z.G. R.G.

(months) 24 4-6
CT -I 0 6

-II 0 0
RT -I 3 *

-II 0 *
TET -I 14 0

-II 0 0
A -I 0 0

-II 0 0
PN -I 0 1

-II 0 0

CT = cancellation task; RT = reading task; TET = tactile ex-
ploratory task; A = anosognosia; PN = personal neglect. * =
illiterate.

As previously mentioned, all six left brain-damaged
patients showed a more or less pronounced degree of
recovery from the initial aphasic deficit. It is however
apparent from table 2 that they may be readily sub-
divided into two subgroups, according to the overall
severity of aphasia. Cases D.N.M. and B.M.,
respectively a Broca's and global aphasic, showed
severe deficit in both the initial and follow up neuro-
psychological assessments. The remaining four cases
(A.T., C.F., R.L. and G.A.) suffered from a milder
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Fig 1 Mean index of relative perfusion values of six left
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patients with subcortical stroke lesions. I and Il: initial and
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ofperfusion index.
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Fig 3 Case A.T. (A) CTscan showing a haematoma involving the left lentiform nucleus (B.C.) initial SPECT
(OM + 51 cm and OM + 6-3 cm) showing hypoperfusion in frontoparietal cortical areas in the left hemisphere (D.E.)
follow up SPECT (OM + 5.1 cm and OM + 6-3 cm) showing reduction of cortical hypoperfusion.

initial aphasic disorder. On the follow up assessment,
two patients (G.A. and R.L.) were left with isolated
disorders of written and oral description naming,
respectively. Two cases (A.T. and C.F.) had a com-
paratively wider residual deficit including mild audi-
tory word comprehension (A.T.), word fluency and
description naming (C.F.), reading and written
naming difficulties.

Figure 2 shows the average index values of the two

subgroups of patients (severe and mild aphasics) in
the initial and follow up assessments. It is apparent
that the two severe aphasics, during both the recent
and follow up phases after stroke, had a major cortical
hypoperfusion in the anterior and middle cerebral
regions, even though some improvement took place.
Conversely, the four mild aphasics displayed a slight
cortical blood flow reduction in the middle cerebral
regions in the initial assessment only. These data were
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Recoveryfrom aphasia andneglect after subcortical stroke: neuropsychologicalandcerebralperfusion study 1273
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Fig 4 Case B.M. (A) CTscan showing an ischaemic lesion in the left caudate nucleus and thefrontal white matter (B.C.)
initial SPECT (OM + 5S1 cm and OM + 6-3 cm) showing massive hypoperfusion infrontoparietal cortical areas in the left
hemisphere (D.E.) follow up SPECT (OM + 51 and OM + 6-3 cm) showing reduction of cortical hypoperfusion.

used for a repeated measurements analysis of vari-
ance, following a randomised block factorial design.'6
The main factors in this analysis were subgroup
(severe and mild aphasics), time (initial and follow up
SPECT assessments) region (anterior, middle and
posterior) and slice (four supratentorial slices). The
main effects of group (F = 56-938; df 1, 4; p < 0-005),
of time (F = 49-333; df 1, 4; p < 0-005) of region
(F = 23-643; df 2, 8; p < 0-001) and of slice
(F = 3-885; df 3, 12; p < 0-05) were significant. The
region x group interaction was significant (F = 7; df

2, 8; p < 0 025). All other interactions failed to reach
significance level.
The CT-assessed subcortical lesions and the initial

and follow up SPECT studies of three patients are
shown in figs 3-5. Case A.T. (fig 3) had a compara-
tively milder initial aphasic disorder and showed an
almost complete recovery. Case B.M. (fig 4) was
severely aphasic in both the initial and follow up
assessments, even though some improvement
occurred. Case R.G. (fig 5) showed a complete
recovery from neglect.
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Fig 5 Case R.G. (A) CT scan showing a right thalamic haematoma. (B.C.) initial SPECT (OM + 3 9 cm and OM + 6-3
cm) showing massive hypoperfusion in frontotemporoparietal cortical areas in the right hemisphere (D.E.) follow up
SPECT (OM + 3-9 cm and OM + 6-3 cm) showing reduction o cortical hypoperfusion.

Discussion

The results of our study indicate that in patients with
neuropsychological deficits due to subcortical stroke
there is a close parallel between behavioural recovery
and cortical perfusion: complete recovery is associ-
ated with correction of cortical blood flow, while a

lesser degree ofimprovement is found in patients with
persistent cortical hypoperfusion. Consistent with the

present findings, in four patients with unilateral thal-
amic lesions who had recovered from aphasia or
neglect, cortical hypometabolism was significantly
improved in a follow up positron emission tom-
ography (PET) study of cortical oxygen and glucose
utilisation.5 These findings suggest that recovery after
subcortical lesions is related to the regression of the
functional abnormalities occurring in distant struc-
tures which appear undamaged on CT scan.4 As men-
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Recoveryfrom aphasia andneglect after subcortical stroke: neuropsychologicalandcerebralperfusion study 1275
tioned elsewhere,4 these remote effects may be
attributed to a decrease of neuronal activity, caused
by interruption of input from afferent fibre path-
ways, '7 while a vascular mechanism ("ischaemic pen-
umbra")'8 is unlikely, at least in patients without
large vessel occlusions or with thalamic stroke.

Experimental evidence showing correlations
between regression of remote effects and behavioural
recovery is available. Deuel,'9 who investigated the
behavioural effects of ablation of the frontal or pari-
etal association cortices in the monkey, found hypo-
metabolism in a number of cortical and subcortical
areas undamaged by the lesions, while the animals
showed contralesional visual neglect. Conversely, in
recovered animals a regression of these remote effects
was shown in the caudate nucleus, putamen and
globus pallidus. Similarly, unilateral ablation of the
precentral cortex, which produced a contralateral
hemiplegia, was associated in the monkey with a

metabolic reduction in the ipsilateral basal ganglia.20
During recovery of motor activity a restoration of
metabolism was found, maximal in ipsilateral struc-
tures directly connected to the cortex such as the cau-

date nucleus and the putamen.2'
The hypothesis that recovery could be due to

regression offunctional de-activation ("diaschisis") in
brain regions remote but connected to the primarily
injured areas was originally introduced by von Mon-
akow.22 Recent technological advances in the study of
remote functional effects of stroke have revived
interest in this concept.23 While this mechanism
appears to account for the clinical improvement of
aphasic and neglect patients with strokes confined to
the subcortical regions, its role in the more common
case of cortical lesions is much less clear. While several
PET investigations have revealed remote effects in
cortical aphasias,24 studies of the recovery process in
neuropsychological disorders are scanty. A number of
studies using the Xe 133 inhalation method for the
assessment of rCBF have focused mainly on the issue
of differences in the contribution of the two hemi-
spheres to recovery. The two patients studied by
Yamaguchi et al25 showed a good recovery from
aphasia associated, during activation procedures,
with an increase in rCBF in a right hemisphere region
homologous to Broca's area. In a complex study
involving a language activation task, Knopman et
a126 found a correlation between reduction of hypo-
perfusion in the left posterior temporal and inferior-
parietal areas and recovery of auditory
comprehension. In Demeurisse and Capon's27 study
the best indicator for a good prognosis in recovery
from aphasia was the activation of the left hemi-
sphere. In recovered patients, however, the
bihemispheric pattern of cortical activation was more
extensive than in normal subjects. In the case of

neglect, functional investigations of recovery in
patients with cortical lesions are, to our knowledge,
not available. To summarise: in subcortical lesions
there is clear evidence that diaschisis of the ipsilesional
cortex is a crucial factor for the appearance of neuro-
psychological symptoms and that its regression is
related to clinical improvement. In the case of cortical
lesions a more complex pattern emerges, where both
the spared cortical areas of the left hemisphere and
regions of the contralateral hemisphere appear to be
involved in recovery from aphasia.

Finally, remote effects in subcortical structures
have been shown to occur also in cortical aphasias.24
However, human studies correlating regression of
diaschisis and behavioural recovery which could cor-
roborate the pattern suggested by the aforementioned
experimental data,19 21 are not available. Differences
in mechanisms of recovery could reflect the
differential contribution of cortical and subcortical
areas to neuropsychological functions. There is the
possibility that, in line with the classical views (see refs
1 2 for review), the primary neurological substrate of
language and spatial abilities is the cerebral cortex,
while subcortical structures, such as the thalamus,
have a non-specific, that is, activatory, role. If this is
the case, the occurrence ofneuropsychological deficits
after subcortical lesions would always reflect a func-
tional cortical derangement. Conversely, in the case of
a cortical lesion a given deficit (such as auditory com-
prehension) could be produced either by a primary
damage of the relevant areas (such as Wernicke's
area) or by a remote effect due to a lesion in a con-
nected brain region. These putative mechanisms may
be expected to have different implications for
recovery. On this basis, permanent and temporary
behavioural deficits should be associated with the
structural damage of a committed region and its func-
tional derangement (but see ref 23 for a discussion of
the possibility of a "permanent diaschisis"). Some
evidence supporting this view is available. In
Knopman et al's. study,26 auditory comprehension
was recovered only when the anatomical lesion spared
Wernicke's area and was related to the regression of
transient hypoperfusion in this region. On the con-
trary, when this area was directly damaged, recovery
was poor and rCBF activation studies indicated a
possible contribution from the right hemisphere. Sim-
ilarly, in a recent PET study of hemianopic patients,28
vision was recovered only when the occipital lobe was
spared and related to an improvement of hypo-
metabolism in the striatal cortex.

If aphasia and neglect produced by subcortical
stroke reflect a functional temporary cortical derange-
ment, recovery, as compared with neuropsychological
deficits associated with primary damage of the puta-
tively committed cortical regions, should be faster and
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more complete. The available evidence, however, does
not support this prediction unequivocally.
Demeurisse et al29 found equal recovery rates in
aphasic patients with cortical or deep lesions, the only
difference being that in the latter no relationship
between lesion size and recovery rate was found. Con-
versely, in the study of Olsen et al3 patients with
subcortical lesions recovered better than aphasics with
cortical damage. Finally, no clear-cut differences in
recovery rates for neglect associated with cortical and
subcortical injury have been detected.'0

These findings seem consistent with the hypothesis
that cognitive functions are mediated by cortico-
subcortical loops, where a number of subcortical
structures may also have specific functional roles.
There is clinical evidence concerning the role of the
left thalamus in language processing to support this
view. Aphasic disorders produced by thalamic stroke
(semantic errors in naming and spontaneous speech,
preserved repetition)30-32 suggest a participation of
thalamic structure, in possible association with the
marginal cortical areas of the left hemisphere,30 33 34
to the neural network subserving the lexical-semantic
level of processing. Follow up PET studies of patients
with neuropsychological disorders associated with
different lesion sites are likely to provide important
clues to the neurological mechanism underlying
recovery.

This paper was supported in part by grants from the
Consiglio Nazionale della Ricerche and the Ministero
della Pubblica Istruzione.
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